
 

     

CUCT02BEU |  Targus 15 - 15.6 inch / 38.1 - 39.6cm Corporate 
Traveller Backpack

 

 

The Targus Corporate Traveller backpack is designed to fit 

laptops with 15" to 15.6” screens. This case includes the 

patented SafePort® Air Cushion System which features 

adjustable cushions inside the case to protect your laptop 

from drop damage while providing a snug fit for smaller 

sized laptops. To keep you organised on the road, this 

case features a zip-down workstation with business card 

holder, three pen loops, key clip, multiple accessory 

compartments, five scratch resistant CD/DVD sleeves and 

an expandable file section to keep your documents 

organised during travel. For added comfort the case 

includes padded ergonomic shoulder straps with an air 

mesh covering to provide a comfortable and cool fit. 

Constructed of durable ballistic nylon, this backpack is built 

to withstand the wear and tear of everyday business travel. 

 

Benefits: 

The SafePort® Air Cushion System provides sidewall 

impact protection to help prevent damage to your laptop. 

Specially engineered cushions line the bottom and sides of 

the laptop to protect it from side and vertical impact giving 

you peace of mind during travel. The Corporate Traveller 

Backpack is constructed of durable ballistic nylon materials 

which are able to withstand heavy abrasion and the rigors 

of travel. To help prevent back strain, the padded back 

panel and shoulder straps are ergonomically designed for 

equal weight distribution. The Corporate Traveller case 

provides the ultimate in laptop protection and case 

durability. 

 

 This is a Targus global product 

Screen Size - Designed to fit laptops with 15" - 15.6” screens 

Protection - Features the patented SafePort® Air Cushion System for maximum laptop protection 

Organisation – Case features a zip down workstation with business card holder, three pen loops, key clip, 

multiple accessory compartments, five scratch resistant CD/DVD sleeves and a zippered mesh pocket. Also 

includes an expandable file section to keep your documents organised and safe during travel 

Ergonomics – Includes padded ergonomic shoulder straps with a mesh covering to provide a comfortable 

and cool fit 



Material - Constructed of durable ballistic 1680 denier nylon 

 

Product Name Targus 15 - 15.6 inch / 

38.1 - 39.6cm Corporate 

Traveller Backpack

Compartment 

Dimensions

37.4 x 4.3 x 30.0cm

Model Number CUCT02BEU Material 1680D Ballistic Nylon

Street Cost ₤0 / €0 Warranty Limited Lifetime 

Warranty

Colour Black Weight 1.60 kg

Compatibility 15" - 15.6”    

 

 

 

Features, specifications and price are subject to change without notification. 


